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Electrophysical Agent
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Musculoskeletal
Neuromuscular
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Geriatric
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Important dates :
Abstract submission deadline

June 25, 2018

Full paper submission deadline

July 7, 2018

Letter of Acceptance

July 17, 2018

Poster or oral presentation submission deadline

August 5, 2018

Abstract submission guidelines :







Abstract is the original work of the author(s). Abstract that previously submitted for publication or
submitted, accepted or presented at other meetings will not be accepted.
Abstracts should be submitted in Microsoft Word format only and must be prepared exclusively in
good English and should be thoroughly checked for spelling and grammar.
Author(s)’s should include name of author(s) and their affiliation(s). Author(s) should be
responsible for providing the correct name of the author and co-author(s). Name should be based




on Last Name and Initials. Example: Syakib A, Kurniawan W, Herdiansyah M.R.
The recommended fonts for author(s)’s name are Arial, 12-point size and single line spacing.
Affiliations should be written with Arial, 8-point size and single line spacing.



The name of the author who will present the poster or oral presentation should be underlined.




Abstract format must include the following items:
1. Title: the title should be centered at the top of page; must contain with maximum 20 words,
font type Arial, 12-point size and single line spacing
2. Body : should be limited to 250 words, justified, font type Arial, 10-point size and single line
spacing
3. Structure: must include the four subheading










Introduction – A brief statement on the purpose
 of the study and the current state of
research in the field. Maximum 2 sentences
Methods – The methods of study must be defined briefly and 
consist of at least, study
design, subject, data collection procedure, and data analyses.
Results – A 
summary of the study results, including sufficient details to support the
conclusions.
Conclusion – A statement describing the significance
of the work and its implications for

physiotherapy field and/or further research.

4. Key words : related to the research, Three Key words


All presenters of selected abstracts are required to register and pay the appropriate registration
fees. Only presenters of selected abstracts who are fully registered and paid will have their






abstracts included in the final symposium book.
Abstract data cannot be altered after the online abstract submission system has closed.
The type of presentation (oral or poster) choice selected during the submission process is a
request only.

Please notify that all abstracts must be submitted online through the ICIPA website
th
(www.icipa2018.com) before/on June 25 , 2018. All abstracts submitted after the deadline will
not be accepted. Also, please ensure that your e-mail address is accurate at the time of
submission. All correspondence will be sent via e-mail to the corresponding author (abstract
submitter).
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Full Paper Guidelines
This document contains the guidelines for preparation of full papers for ICIPA 2018, which will
be published in a proceeding. All papers should be written in English, limited to 10 pages and
the prescribed paper size is A4.

1. Title, Authors' Names, and Affiliations
Your paper should begin with a Title that describes the contents of the paper. The
title should be centered at the top of page; must contain with maximum 20 words, font
type Arial, 12-point size and single line spacing. Author(s)’s should include name of
author(s) and their affiliation(s). Name should be based on Last Name and Initials. The
recommended fonts for author(s)’s name are Arial, 12-point size and single line spacing.
Author(s)’s affiliations should be written with Arial, 8-point size and single line spacing.
Note the use of asterisk (*) to indicate the corresponding author’s e-mail address.

Example :

THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AEROBIC AND
ANAEROBIC EXERCISE ON MEMORY FUNCTION
1

2

3

Syakib A *, Kurniawan W , Herdiansyah M.R

Health Polytechnic Ministry of Health Jakarta III, Jakarta, Indonesia
Physiotherapy Department, RSUD Trenggalek, Trenggalek, East Java,
3
Indonesia Neurorestoration Unit, RSUPN Cipto Mangunkusomo, Jakarta,
Indonesia
*Corresponding author: ahmadsyakib@yahoo.co.id

Abstract
Introduction – A brief statement on the purpose of the study and the current state of research
in the field. Maximum 2 sentences. Methods – The methods of study must be defined briefly
and consist of at least, study design, subject, data collection procedure, and data analyses.
Results – A summary of the study results, including sufficient details to support the
conclusions. Conclusion – A statement describing the significance of the work and its
implications for physiotherapy field and/or further research.
Key words: paper guidelines, instructions, paper length, format, maximum five

2. Manuscript Content
In order to write the manuscript, the recommended fonts are Arial, single line spacing
, 12-point font for the section title, 11-point font for the main body of text, and 10-point for
table and references. Section title should be centered. The text should be structured as
introduction, methods, results, and discussion (IMRAD).

INTRODUCTION
Briefly explain your work rationale and approach and, whenever possible, the
possible outcomes your study can reveal.

METHODS
In this section you explain clearly how you carried out your study; for example, the
study design, subjects, treatments used, the variable(s) measured, number of samples,
the protocol for collecting data, and how the data were analyzed (qualitiative analyses
and/or statistical procedures used).

RESULTS
Objectively present your key results, without interpretation, in an orderly and logical
sequence using both text and illustrative materials (Tables and Figures). Due to the wide
range and complexity of tables, we simply offer an example for guidance. Please follow
the style for table (and figure) captions.

Table 1. An example for the table
No.

Subject

Treatment

1

X

Aerobic

2

Y

Anaerobic

3

Z

Aerobic

Fig. 1. An example for the figure

DISCUSSION
Interpret your results in light of what was already known about the subject of the
investigation, and explain a new understanding of the problem after taking your results into
consideration. Conclusion should be stated at last sentence in the discussion.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS (include as needed)
If, in your experiment, you received any significant help in thinking up, designing, or
carrying out the work, or received materials from someone who did you a favor by supplying
them, you must acknowledge their assistance and the service or material provided.

REFERENCES
References is advisibly not to exceed 25 in number but not less than 10, and should in
general be limited to the last decade.We strongly recommend you to write the references
with Harvard Style.
Example :
Bruel‐Jungerman, E., Laroche, S. and Rampon, C., 2005. New neurons in the dentate gyrus are involved in the expression of enhanced long‐term memory
following environmental enrichment. European Journal of Neuroscience, 21(2), pp.513-521.

Lambert, T.J., Fernandez, S.M. and Frick, K.M., 2005. Different types of environmental
enrichment have discrepant effects on spatial memory and synaptophysin levels in female mice.
Neurobiology of learning and memory, 83(3), pp.206-216.
Nilsson, M., Perfilieva, E., Johansson, U., Orwar, O. and Eriksson, P.S., 1999. Enriched
environment increases neurogenesis in the adult rat dentate gyrus and improves spatial memory.
Journal of neurobiology, 39(4), pp.569-578.
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Poster Presentation Guidelines
Poster presentations of ICIPA 2018 will be conducted as guided poster sessions on three days of
the conference (Aug, 14-16, 2018). In the guided poster sessions, posters will be grouped by topic and
poster session chairs will guide authors and conference participants interested in the topic through a
poster exhibition. During the exhibition, poster authors will be given the opportunity to present a 2-3
minute summary of the major findings described in their poster, after which they can engage directly with
participants. Authors are free to join participants during the session, but at least one should be available
when it is their turn to present and discuss their poster.
The schedule of the guided poster sessions will be released once accepted abstracts have been
announced. Authors are expected to be ready in the venue at least 10 minutes before the session starts.
Posters are also eligible for publication as a full paper in the proceeding.
Poster Guidelines:
In preparing your poster, please note the following points:














Poster boards should accommodate A0 size portrait posters: height 1189 mm (46.8 inches),
width 841 mm (33.1 inches). Please ensure that your display will fit within these parameters.
Poster layout: portrait
Title should be in bold. Author affiliations and corresponding author’s e-mail address should be
included.
Text: a poster should be easily readable from a distance of 1–2 metres, with a line spacing of 1.5
or 2. Authors should also pay attention to the following points:
o Headings should be 25% larger than normal text. Bold or other colors may be used.
o Suggested font sizes are (for the A0 format):
Main title: 78 pt (bold, upper case)
Author: 72 pt (bold, title case)
Affiliation(s): 48 pt (normal, title case)
Email address: 36 pt (bold)
Subheading: 54 pt (bold upper case)
Body of text: 30 pt (normal)
Smaller fonts may be used in tabel, chart, figures, citations and acknowledgement.

Your poster should include:











Title: research title
Authors: name, affiliations, corresponding author’s e-mail address
Introduction
Methods
Results










Discussion
Conclusions
Acknowledgments (if necessary)
References

Suggestions for selecting colors and fonts :









Use only 2 or 3 colors in the poster as too many colors can be distracting.
Select font colors and background colors to maximize contrast: A dark font on a light
background is more easily read than vice versa
The amount of text. should be kept to a minimum, and each block of text should include no
more than a few sentences; to maximize your space efficiency, remove information that is not
relevant to the topic.
To emphasize a point, use bold or italics rather than underlining as underlined words can be
more difficult to read.

Role of the poster presenter :







Provide a “guided tour” through the poster.
Answer questions about the research.
Provide at least 10 sheets of A4-size of the poster

